
Toilet paper Earring

The Recipe/ Needs

10 grams Size 11 White seed beads

size 10 Beading needle  2 pcs pins 6 pcs double rings

2 lopped head pins

6 Jump ring

2 earring Hook

Suitable beading thread

2 Pieces of 10cm chain ( 20cm)

Scissors

Pliers

Wire cutters

Glasses if you need them !

Lets begin

Thread you needle with an appropriate length of thread

Images does not show this but leave a decent length of thread to hold about 5cm
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Tighten the thread well. Pick up 1 bead per needle and add as shown in the picture

Go back to the last bead
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Repeat the steps to add 1 bead. Making a row up to 28 pcs. Do not tighten the thread too much!!!

If it seems to you that the beads are lying unevenly, then I'll show you how to fix it.

Next  we return along the woven part to the beginning of the row. 

Do not string beads

Repeat the picture. So we straighten the woven strip.

I find that if you go through your first row by taking your thread up and down, it pulls your line of beads

tighter.
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We make the transition to the next row.

Take 2 beads, stretch the needle with beads on it under the thread of the previous row.

Make sure you have caught the bridge thread on top of the first row.

You will then return your thread through bead 2 of the new row.

Tighten your thread.

To add a bead
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Keep repeating this until you get to the end of the row

The next row, repeating previous row.

This has 29 beads

Place 1 bead on the needle , extend the needle in the same place where the previous beads 

were attached

Go back in the new bead
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Repeat this a further 8 rows

Remembering on alternative rows add 29 beads and on the next 28 beads

This will give you your edge of the toilet roll

To make you toilet paper roll!

You will need to start a new thread.

A good place to start this is into the third bead of the second and third row.

Thread through to the edge to make it roll

Insert the needle into the fifth bead on the first row

Now insert the needle into the first bead of the first row from the side

of the other rows, tighten the thread

Go through all the beads on the fifth row
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Take a looped pin and place through

the beaded tube.

To make the other side loop 

Twist and sew the earring in the middle. To do this, go through the row of beads with a needle

and exit on the 3rd row, Sew along as shown in the picture
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Repeat these images until you get to here

So know the magic begins to turn into earring

Open a jump ring and pop the chain on

Place another jump ring onto the chain

Open the earing hook and

attach
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open the loop on the main part of the earrings and catch the chain

Repeat on the other side

These look awesome , please wear with Pride
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